
 

SONGS OF FREEDOM, JUSTICE 

AND EQUALITY 

The Journey to Justice Jukebox 

 

Songs from the Civil Rights era and beyond 



The songs selected for this 
booklet are a few of those heard 
at different times in a variety of 
struggles for freedom. They set 
out to capture the mood of the 

singers - jubilant, resolute, 
sorrowful or, defiant. Some songs 

emphasised the desire for 
equality via a plaintive cry of the 

single voice or others, the 
deployed the rallying roar of a 

crowd.  

 

The selection starts in the 1920s 
with the notion of seeking a better 

life and a sense of belonging. 
Most are from the US Civil 

Rights Movement of the 1950s 
and 1960s.  

But the choices cover various 
forms of oppression found over 

the years, such as the struggles to 
overcome anti-Semitism, sexism, 
racism, homophobia and fear of 

war and nuclear destruction. 

At the end, we hope you feel the 
songs speak to a belief that 
equality for all can only be 

achieved if there is justice for one 
-- we are mutually tied together. 

“The freedom songs are playing a 

strong and vital role in our 

struggle.” 

(Martin Luther King, Albany, 1961) 

  

 

Journey to Justice Exhibition Jukebox 

featuring songs of social justice 

 

Information on the songs from the era of 

Civil Rights is set out below. Also included 

are other examples of songs of social 

justice. 

 

Mark Hutchinson, JtoJ trustee 
and Sheffield co-ordinator 

 

 

 



TRACKLISTING 

 

1. El Manicero – Don Azpiazu and 

His Havana Casino Orchestra with 

vocalist Antonio Machin 

2. This Land Is Your Land – Woody 

Guthrie  

3. Strange Fruit – Billie Holiday 

4. Zog Nit Keynmol (Never Say) – 

Partisans of Vilna 

5. Minor Swing – Django Reinhardt 

6. We Are Americans Too – The Nat 

King Cole Trio 

7. Trouble – Josh White and the 

Carolinians 

8. This Little Light of Mine – 

Montgomery Gospel Trio  

9. You’d Better Leave Segregation 

Alone – The Nashville Quartet 

10. Medgar Evers (speaking) 

11. Too Many Martyrs – Phil Ochs 

12. People Get Ready – The 

Impressions 

13. A Change Is Gonna Come – Sam 

Cooke 

14. Alabama – John Coltrane 

  

 

15. I Wish I Knew What It Was Like 

To Be Free – Nina Simone 

16. The Motor City Is Burning – John 

Lee Hooker 

17. Respect – Aretha Franklin 

18. Crying In The Street – George 

Perkins and the Silver Band  

19. What’s Goin’ On – Marvin Gaye 

20. Alternative Ulster – Stiff Little 

Fingers 

21. You Make Me Feel - Sylvester 

22. Como le Cigarra – Mercedes 

Sosa   

23. 99 Luftballoons - Nena 

24.  Fire On The Mountain - Asa 

25. Rais Lebled – El General 

26. Yi Wu Sou (Nothing To My 

Name) – Ciu Jian 

27.  We Shall Overcome – Bernice 

Johnson Reagon 
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1. El Manicero (The Peanut Vendor 

Song) – Don Azpiazu and His Havana 

Casino Orchestra with vocalist 

Antonio Machin  

A Cuban ‘son – pregon’ or street 

vendor’s call, it reflected the 

aspirations of millions of immigrants 

who settled in the United States 

before and after the First World 

War. Many of whom were chasing 

‘The American Dream’.  

This version by the Cuban pianist 

Don Azpiazu was recorded in New 

York and sold a million copies across 

America in 1930. 

 

 

1. El Manicero 

 

2. America’s Southern states (right) 

passed ‘Jim Crow’ segregation laws 

 

2. This Land is Your Land – Woody 

Guthrie  

Woodrow Wilson Guthrie recorded 

this version in October 1944, in 

response to his irritation with the 

sentiments of Irving Berlin’s ‘God 

Bless America.’ 

Guthrie wanted a song that 

reflected his nomadic journeys 

across America during the 

Depression and war years, when he 

witnessed the hunger, poverty and 

hopelessness of many people 

especially those who were ‘Okies’ 

(from Oklahoma) and Arkies’ (from 

Arkansas).  

 

 

 

 



3. Strange Fruit – Billie Holiday 

Based on a poem by a New Yorker and English teacher called Lewis Allan, 

which was set to music by Abel Meeropol, Allan was outraged by newspaper 

stories of lynching’s, across America, perhaps the case that was photographed 

and published some years before. (See picture below) 

 

 

3. Lynching of Thomas Ship and Abram Smith with the citizens of Marion, 

Indiana in attendance, August 1930 

 

 

Holiday eagerly recorded the song live in 1939 at a fundraiser for the Spanish 

Civil War, held at the left-wing Café Society, Greenwich Village, New York.  

Despite her enthusiasm, Holiday’s record label said no to its release and she 

had to put the song out on Mit Gabler’s Commodore label. 



4. Zog Nit Keynmol (Never Say) – 

Partisans of Vilna 

This Yiddish song was written in 

April 1943 by Hirsch Glick, who was 

inspired by the Warsaw Ghetto 

Uprising of Jewish people.  The song 

became a form of defiance and 

resistance to the Nazi Holocaust.  

 

     4. The Partisans of Vilna, rise up 

against the Nazis, 1944 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

5. Minor Swing – Django Reinhardt 

A jazz ’manouche’ piece from 1937 

by the Romany guitarist Django 

Reinhardt, supported by Stephane 

Grapelli.  Reinhardt’s piece was 

banned by the Nazis when they 

occupied war-torn France. 

Thousands of French Romany were 

jailed, tortured and transported to 

concentration camps in Eastern 

Europe under the ‘Parajmos’ or 

Romany holocaust. The playing of 

the song continued and it became a 

symbol of resistance to such 

attitudes and actions of hate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  5. Django Reinhardt 

 

 



 

6i. April 1956 newspaper account 

of an attack on Nat King Cole 

6. We Are Americans Too – The Nat 

King Cole Trio 

This song was recorded in 1956 by 

Cole, but seemed to hark back to 

the contribution of Black soldiers 

during the Second World War and 

how they were still subjected, often 

in uniform, to racism in post-war 

America.  

Nat King Cole had been assaulted on 

stage while performing at a Whites 

only concert in segregated Alabama 

(his birth-state) in April 1956, during 

the bus boycott.  

 

 

6ii. The Nat King Cole Trio 

 

Cole’s record company did not want 

the song to be released. However, 

Cole used his star – power as the 

first Black person to have his own 

syndicated nationwide television 

show, to record the song. Nat King 

Cole never returned to Alabama. 

 

 

6iii. Troops in Germany 1944-5. The 

US army remained segregated until 

1947 



7. Trouble – Josh White and The 

Carolinians 

This song by the trailblazing singer, 

guitarist artist and civil rights 

activist of the pre-1950s, was a 

reminder that America’s justice and 

penal systems were discriminatory 

towards people of colour.  

One member of the Carolinians – 

White’s backing group was Bayard 

Rustin, who later organised the 

1963 ‘March on Washington’.  

Though never a Communist, White’s 

willingness to support any human 

rights cause saw him being 

blacklisted by the House Un-

American  Activities Committee.   

Also, the F.B.I. (Federal Bureau of 

Investigation) began to spy on 

Rustin, a Second World War 

conscientious objector. They also 

hounded him because he was gay 

and had been a communist. 

7i. Bayard Rustin 

 

7ii 

Songs like this and others such as 

‘Black, Brown And White’ by 

Brownie McGhee captured the long-

established racial divisions of 

American society. After the Civil 

War of 1865, African-Americans, 

who had been slaves since the 

sixteenth century, found themselves 

in segregated communities in the 

southern states. These were 

maintained through ‘Jim Crow’ laws 

– making Black people second-class 

citizens - living in economic poverty, 

politically powerless and socially 

disadvantaged under the legal and 

criminal justice systems of the 

South. Blacks living in the northern 

states also faced racial 

discrimination, but they had more 

opportunities of work.   



  

 

8. Singing at a SNCC workshop on 

non-violence, 1960  

 

 

8. This Little Light of Mine – 

Montgomery Gospel Trio 

This song reflected the changing 

nature of protest amongst Civil 

Rights supporters. Firstly, the use of 

traditional songs such as ‘Onward 

Christian Soldiers’ by older, more 

staid church-only congregations 

gave way during the Montgomery 

Bus Boycott to more informal 

arrangements and in this example, 

sung by three Alabama high school 

students. 

 

 

9. You Better Leave Segregation 

Alone – The Nashville Quartet 

 In this example, a then-current 

song by Little Willie John ‘Leave My 

Kitten‘, was adopted by the Student 

Nonviolent Co-ordinating 

Committee (SNCC), with new lyrics 

and sung by a trio of students 

(Bernard Lafayette, Samuel Collier 

and James Bevel) accompanied by 

Guy Carawan, who were from Fisk 

University and the Baptist 

Theological Seminary. They met 

during non-violent workshop 

training and developed songs to be 

sung at sit-ins in Nashville – eight 

days after the lunch counter sit-in at 

Woolworths in Greensboro, April 

1960. 

 

9. Guy Carawan (guitar) and two 

members of the Nashville Quartet - 

Bernard Lafayette (centre) and 

James Bevel (right), Nashville, 1960 



 

 

 

 

“You can kill a man, but you can’t 

kill an idea.” 

(Medgar Evers) 

 

 

 

10. Medgar Evers  

Evers was a Second World War 

veteran and college graduate from 

Mississippi, Alabama. In the 1960s 

he became a Field Secretary for the 

NAACP (National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People).  

 

 

10. Medgar Evers (centre) 

 

 

 

11. The body of Medgar Evers 

being kissed by his wife, Myrlie 

Evers, June 1963 

 

 

11. Too Many Martyrs – Phil Ochs 

This song was released in February 

1964, having been performed by 

Ochs at the Newport Jazz Festival 

the previous summer. The song was 

a homily to the assassinations of the 

countless unnamed Civil Rights 

supporters as well as, the recorded 

cases of Emmett Till and Medgar 

Evers. It was whilst organising sit-ins 

in support of Civil Rights that Evers 

was murdered by a member of the 

Whites only Citizens Council. 

  



 

12. People Get Ready – The 

Impressions 

An uplifting gospel-tinged close 

harmony song by Curtis Mayfield, 

which was inspired by the March on 

Chicago, a blueprint for the bigger 

event the same year, 1963 to 

Washington.  

The civil rights activists Gordon 

Sellars said, “It was warrior music; It 

was music you listened to while you 

were preparing to go into battle.” 

 

 

12. Freedom Bus on its way to the 

‘March on Washington’, 1963 

 

 

 

 

 

13. A Change Is Gonna Come – Sam 

Cooke 

Six weeks after the March on 

Washington in 1963, Sam Cooke 

recorded this self-composed song of 

universal hope. It captured the high 

feeling of optimism that followed 

the March and King’s ‘I Have a 

Dream’ speech and the passing of 

Civil Rights legislation. 

13. Civil Rights protestors marching 

for freedom 

 

 

“Reverend Abernathy, I don’t 

charge the walkin’ people.” 

(Mahalia Jackson, when asked her 

fee to sing) 



 

14. Alabama – John Coltrane  

This was written in response to the 

September 1963 Birmingham 

bombing at 16th Baptist Street 

church when four Black Sunday 

school girls were murdered by the 

Ku Klux Klan.  

John Coltrane patterned his jazz 

score to this original piece on the 

rhythmic cadence of Martin Luther’s 

eulogy address to the slain children. 

The crescendo towards the end of 

the piece, supplied by Elvin Jones’s 

guitar work, matched the change of 

tempo in King’s words as he moved 

from mournful reflection of the 

community’s loss, to a defiant call 

for action in the face of adversity. 

Coltrane contributed to the Civil 

Rights cause by giving eight benefit 

performances the following year.

 

14i. John Coltrane 

  

 

14ii. Imagery of the fire-bombed 

church and the Civil Rights 

campaign 

15. I Wish I Knew What It Was Like 

To Be Free – Nina Simone 

A change of record company in 

1964 saw Simone recording more 

socially aware songs. Simone was a 

friend of King and she had 

performed at the Selma to 

Montgomery Marches of 1965. 

However, Simone felt that Malcom 

X’s rhetoric was more attuned to 

her own political attitude to Civil 

Rights. This recording was made in 

1967.  



           16. Angela Davis, 1974  

 

16. Respect – Aretha Franklin  

The song was a 1967 hit and a sign 

of the role and status of women in 

the Civil Rights struggle. Their roles 

had often been overlooked, but 

they were a vital element to the 

Movement’s success.  

The song also reflected the growing 

confidence of the Women’s 

Movement in the 1960s and 1970s 

as activists such as Angela Davis 

spoke out. 

17. The Motor City Is Burning – John 

Lee Hooker 

Hooker had worked on the Ford 

assembly-line, Detroit in the 1940s – 

he was one of millions of poor 

blacks who migrated north to find 

work and escape the ‘Jim Crow’ 

laws of the South. By 1967, the US 

economic boom was over and it left 

many communities of urban Blacks 

poor and with a sense of 

hopelessness. The song’s driving 

blues-style (played by Buddy Guy) 

seemed to mirror the time, as a 

police raid in Detroit sparked rioting 

that left nearly 40 dead.   

Martin Luther King’s speeches 

began to call for a Poor People’s 

Campaign to bring hope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

17. Poor People’s Campaign badge 

19.  What’s Goin’ On – Marvin Gaye 

In the 1970s, America  seemed to be 

at a crossroads over rights for - 

LGBT people, Women’s Rights, 

African-Americans, Native 

Americans  and the environment.  

America’s role in the Vietnam War, 

the Middle East, the nuclear arms 

race and the Cold War, made Gaye’s 

song a contemplative plea, 

recognised by so many people. 



18. Crying In The Street (Part 1) –  

George Perkins and the Silver Band 

This songs plaintive cry captured  

the mood of a world shocked by    

 the death of King in April, 1968 

 and the continuing use of violence 

 to try and silence the voices calling 

 for social and economic change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18. Assassination of Martin Luther 

King, April 1968 



 

20i. Civil Rights march in Northern 

Ireland, 1968 

20. Alternative Ulster – Stiff Little 

Fingers 

Recorded in October 1978 by an 

Irish punk band, the song reflected 

their experiences of living through 

‘the Troubles’ in Northern Ireland. 

The largely Catholic majority faced 

discrimination by a Protestant 

minority and had in the 1960s used 

the tactics of nonviolence copied 

from America to try, unsuccessfully, 

to bring about peaceful change in 

the face of sectarianism. 

By the 1970s though, this resistance 

had turned for some, into an armed 

struggle.  Soon, British troops were 

deployed in the province.  It was not 

until the Good Friday Agreement of 

1997 that a peace settlement was 

negotiated in Northern Ireland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      20ii. Taken from a wall mural, 

(London) Derry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



21. You Make Me Feel (Mighty Real) – Sylvester 

 

‘He was a radical and a visionary in terms of queerness, music and race’ states 

the journalist Stephen Brogan, in his comment about Sylvester.  

This disco smash hit was soon adopted as a beacon of tolerance and 

affirmation to raise money for the campaign to combat HIV/ Aids when 

Sylvester sang it at the London Gay Pride festival in 1979. 

 

 

 

21. Sylvester James 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



22. Como le Cigara – Mercedes Sosa 

Sosa was known by her nickname 

‘La Negra’ (black hair). She was an 

Argentinean Amerindian songstress 

in the forefront of the ‘Nueva 

Cancion’ (new song) movement of 

the 1950s which used folk and 

traditional instruments to cut across 

the racial and class barriers of  

South American politics.   

Sosa’s songs gained the distrust of 

successive right-wing governments. 

In 1979 the ‘voice of the voiceless’ 

was searched and arrested whilst 

singing onstage in La Plata by the 

Junta and forced into exile. Three 

years later, Sosa returned to 

Argentina and in defiance sang this 

favourite song from her repertoire 

to an ecstatic crowd, while troops 

stood, seemingly powerless to stop 

the people having their voice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

22. ‘Voice of the voiceless’ –   

Mercedes Sosa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



23. 99 Luftballons – Nena 

This was a Cold War anti-war song 

from February 1983 focused on 

NATO nuclear missile deployments. 

It was inspired by the fear and 

suspicion of warring sides in East 

and West Europe and imagines the 

consequences of harmless balloons 

floating from Berlin to the Soviet 

Unions being mistaken for UFOs and 

sparking a 99 year conflict.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24. Fire On The Mountain – Asa 

Asa (nicknamed ‘hawk’) is a Nigerian 

singer whose song reflected the 

concerns that economic 

exploitation, environmental 

mismanagement and democratic 

abuses have blighted the 

development of democracy in 

Africa. 

 

24. Port Harcourt, Nigeria 

 

 

 



 

25. Colonel Gaddafi of Libya and his 

golden gun 

25. Rais Lebled – El General 

This song was sung in defiance 

during street demonstrations 

against the Tunisian strong man, 

Zine Ali’s regime of corruption and 

oppression. He fell from power a 

month after it was released in 

December 2010. The song’s support 

for the Jasmine Revolution was the 

spark to the Arab Spring, which saw 

others such as Gaddafi fall from 

power, and in Tunisia ushered in 

democracy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



26 Yi Wu Sou (Nothing To My Name) 

- Ciu Jian 

This Chinese rock song became the 

unofficial anthem of the student 

protest against tanks in Tiananmen 

Square, Beijing 1989.  

 

26i.

 

Cui Jian sang his already 3 year hit, 

with its powerful mix of traditional 

Chinese musical forms and Western  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

rock. live during student rallies in 

Tiananmen Square, in 1989. 

It became an enduring symbol for 

change in China, when stories 

emerged of normally-reticent 

students getting to their feet and 

singing in unison, for freedom and 

democracy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The government’s response was to 

send in tanks and crush the protest 

on June 4th 1989. Estimates of the 

death toll range from hundreds to 

thousands. As many as 10,000 were 

arrested during that period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



27.  We Shall Overcome – Bernice 

Johnson Reagon 

In the early 1960s this song gained 

notice and momentum from its use 

at various sit-ins and other protest 

gatherings staged by Civil Rights 

students across America.  As 

Bernice Reagon an ex- civil rights 

activist and chorister stated, ‘It was 

galvanising. It pulled us together. It 

helped us handle fear and anger.’  

The song’s musical strength was 

that a song leader could start and 

lead not an exclusively trained and 

experienced church-choir, but any 

informal congregation to perform it 

well. As it grew, this fitted the Civil 

Rights movement’s influx of varied 

and mixed groups that occurred in  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the 1960s – such as people of many 

faiths and none from the North who 

travelled to the Southern states for 

example during the Freedom 

Summer of 1964 and those who 

were part of the labour and union 

movements’ protests. 

We Shall Overcome was sung by 

Mahalia Jackson just before Martin 

Luther King’s ‘I Have a Dream’ 

speech at the Lincoln Memorial at 

the March on Washington in 1963. 

Reagon later explained what this 

time of protest meant to her: “the 

highest point of our lives was when 

we gathered in mass meetings and 

when we marched.”  

This version was sung by an  

audience including Pete Seeger and 

the song became the anthem of the 

Civil Rights Movement.  

 

 



“All the songs gave us strength… If 

someone started to beat us over 

the head with a billy club we would 

start singing.” 

(Mary Ethel Dozier Jones of the 

Montgomery Gospel Trio) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


